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Despite the downturn of the Oil and Gas prices since 2015, the Oil and Gas constitute the backbone of Qatar’s Economy.

The State of Qatar exerts efforts to diversify its resources to alleviate the country’s dependence on crude Oil and Gas.

The Qatari leadership endeavours to increase production capacity of the liquefied natural Gas (LNG) and the Oil as the majority of the GDP relies on Oil and Gas.

The ministry of energy and industry assumes the responsibility for planning and supervising the implementation of the strategy for Oil and Gas and other relevant industries within the Ministry’s general policy.

The state continues, through QP, to execute its plans aiming at increasing Oil reserve and production capacity through the continuous efforts to develop the onshore and offshore fields.

Al-Rabban Oil and Gas was established by entrepreneurs in view of the current economic outlook to participate in supporting these developments. However, the company shall take a leading and strong role in Qatar after meeting the current challenges through its strong multinational associations and JV’s from around the globe.
Al Rabban Oil and Gas is structured to be a leading global integrated Oil and Gas services and solutions provider in the fields whether it is upstream or downstream value chain.

The company through its partnerships can offer spectrum of capabilities covers the development, rejuvenation, as well as commissioning of projects.

Through our partnerships the company can provide both engineering and construction in the fields of Oil and Gas & petrochemicals.

The company will remain resilient through all challenges to provide the necessary support through our partners to the Oil and Gas Industry to help them to drive the sustainable growth for the country.
The Chairman
Message

Al Rabban Oil and Gas is relatively new participant in Qatar’s economic diversification plan, which is fully aligned with Qatar National Vision 2030, through its Global business connections and long-term relations with multinational companies and/or entrepreneurs.

Al Rabban Oil and Gas operates in an industry demonstrating fundamentally attractive long-term prospects for Qatar wealth.

Placed in a strong position within the Middle East, Al Rabban Oil and Gas has capitalised upon the strategic importance of this industry for the global markets.

Al Rabban Oil and Gas continue forging strong and long-standing relationships with many of the world’s leading Oil and Gas entities operators in this region.

Abdulaziz K. Al-Rabban

At Al Rabban Oil and Gas, our approach is enabling stakeholders to develop feasible and successful business to achieve the ultimate goal of long-term excellence.

The key resource of success lies within the employees themselves whom through teamwork shall contribute towards the efficiency of delivery and ultimately the profitability of the company.
MISSION & VISION

Mission
Our mission is to exceed customer satisfaction through applying industry best practices thus creating value for our clients, and inherent professional practices reflects the way we do business.

Our Vision
Al Rabban Oil and Gas has clear goal to be a leading provider of professional services for the Oil and Gas, and create a strong client base.
Total Solution for offshore
EPC, EPIC & EPCIC
An independent group of companies based in Magdeburg, Germany with subsidiaries worldwide.

- Has a history of up to the first half of the 19th century as a manufacturer of materials handling systems
- Services include Project Design & Engineering, Bulk material handling and opencast mining systems, plant services, mineral processing, subcontracting
- With subsidiaries and representative offices in Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Hungary, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, and USA
- With 1500 employees worldwide
- One of the foremost companies in material handling systems and can proudly point to plants in over 80 countries.

Engineering and Fabrication for bulk material handling system.

www.fam.de
• Active in EPC contracts Oil & Gas (downstream),

• Headquarters in Istanbul with network of branches in Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, UAE, Malaysia, Haiti, and Venezuela.

• Over 7,000 highly qualified and reliable workforce.
First Integrated Solutions manufactures and provides high quality safety critical services designed to help our customers to improve safety, increase productivity and make significant fiscal and operational savings.

First Integrated has more than 2000 different equipment types across a fleet of more than 60,000 items and are therefore able to offer the full spectrum of equipment for every discipline in the oil, gas and natural resources industry.

www.firstintegrated.co.uk
Pipeshield is one of the world’s leading providers of specialised subsea pipeline protection systems to Oil and Gas majors and offshore contractors. Our products support, protect and stabilise all kinds of subsea installations, world-wide.

Project with most of the major Oil & Gas operators and subsea installation contractors. Themselves world leaders, they demand the best. Pipeshield have designed and executed projects in locations from Abu Dhabi to Singapore, from the North Sea to the Black Sea.
Seven companies with diverse yet complementary expertise, XL Group Ltd is a multi-discipline technology organisation specialising in the provision of Integrated Solutions for Telecommunications, Process Control, Fire and Gas / ESD, Metering, Hydrocarbon Accounting and Business Critical IT Applications, Vehicle and Building Lifts and Process Valves.

This along with their Manufacturing and Fabrication capabilities in the UK makes XL Group a one-stop service provider for Oil and Gas, Energy, Petrochemical and many other private or public industries.

Specialists in Oil and Gas related solutions.

www.xlg.co.uk
Cenelec Standards Inspections Ltd is a specialist private Limited Company offering niche Hazardous Area services for companies looking to comply with legal mandatory requirements for potentially explosive (EX,EXD) atmospheres.

With thorough research, quality control, and investment in the most sophisticated equipment, Cenelec Standards Inspections Ltd take the guesswork out of Hazardous Area Inspection and Maintenance activities.

www.cenelec.com
Hellenic Cables Group is one of the largest cable producers in Europe. The Group manufactures power, telecommunication and submarine cables, as well as enameled wires and compounds.

The company has a strong export orientation and focus on development of value added products, such as high and extra-high voltage cables and submarine cables, the Group implements significant investments towards enriching its product portfolio and enhancing its sustainability profile.
• An Oilfield Services Company.
• Provides Solutions Covering The Entire Oil And Gas Exploration And Production Value Chain—Engineering, Fabrication, Offshore Construction & Installation, Hookup & Commissioning, Drilling, Offshore Exploration And Production Of Oil & Gas Fields
• Operates In Over 20 Countries.

Offshore EPC, EPIC & EPCIC service providers, Heavy Lift / Installation, Subsea Cable and Pipe lay Barges.

www.sapurakencana.com
Laser Industries employs technical and personal experience in the field of the generators, pumps and power systems.

In 2003, Laser Industries entered into the market of new series of products with the most advanced technologies for meeting increasingly stringent regulatory limits and for remote management of the plant.
Provides a range of specialist products to the Offshore Oil & Gas and Marine industries. The market focus is directed towards the prominent emergence and accelerated development of offshore reserves utilising FPSO/FSU units, whilst accommodating the requirements of conventional fixed platforms and jack-up rigs. The current range of products include FPSO/FSU Fluid Transfer Systems, Hose Handling Systems, Large Bore Flexible Hose Systems and Marine Coupling Systems.
A company offering bespoke project management, soft FM, catering and hotel services provision for the Oil & Gas industry operating in remote environments worldwide.

Building Trust Through Delivery

www.celera.co.uk
MML Marine are leading specialist fabricators and suppliers of offshore fire doors, marine fire doors, watertight doors, A60 doors, A60 windows, H120 and H60 blast rated doors.

Door and window inspection & maintenance services offshore backed by spares for all types of doors and windows.
FSDS International provide a complete range of commercial diving activities to clients in the Oil and Gas, Shipping, and Marine Infrastructure Industries.

- Can support your oil and gas development construction work with years of accumulated experience in the evolution of the offshore subsea construction industry.

- Possesses a vast amount of experience, knowledge and expertise in the maintenance, repair and upgrade of existing infrastructure including pipeline inspection and repair, structure inspection and repair, underwater welding, underwater NDT and survey by diver and ROV.

www.fsdsi.com
Drilling-grade barite is produced from commercial barium sulfate-containing ores. Al Rabban Oil and Gas is an exclusive distributor of API standard drilling grade Barite directly from the manufacturer.
MANPOWER SERVICES

Al Rabban Oil and Gas are well placed for outsourcing of all levels of professional manpower expertise for Oil and Gas projects.